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The Golden Triangle

Mr. Marshall Green coined the term Mr. Marshall Green coined the term 
“Golden Triangle” in 1971.     “Golden Triangle” in 1971.     

The US Assistant Secretary of State     The US Assistant Secretary of State     
rewrote local terminology     rewrote local terminology     

by giving the entire three country area     by giving the entire three country area     
which borders meet at Sop which borders meet at Sop Ruak     Ruak     

the catchy name of Golden Trianglethe catchy name of Golden Triangle



Poppy fields are usually located far away 
from villages at a higher level than the rice 
field and above an elevation of 3,000 feet 
where the soil is rich in limestone having 

blackish, reddish or yellowish colour
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Unite us in the same purpose
and thoughts.

Separate us from evil and
deliver us from misfortune.

Protect and care for us,
Give us enough from our toil 

and labour to live on.
Lahu blessing
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Give us easy minds and hearts,
Give us sufficient food and drink,
Give us health and strength,
Fulfil in us the hopes,

and longings of our hearts.
Purify and cleanse us so we

will have good health.
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Thirty years 
have passed 
since we heard 
these 
expectations in 
many different 
languages, in 
many different 
contexts, from 
many different 
people while 
meeting them 
to formulate 
projects  to 
help to serve 
their needs
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No matter what the colour of the skin,  
the nationality or ethnicity of the dress, 
the religion or belief of the heart,   

we have worked to listen and understand,  
devoting our energies in trying to contribute   
to improve the lives and the futures of the people    
we have encountered
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We have tried to add 
colours to the dreams of 
the young,                           
to design paths for the 
journeys  of the families, 
to soften the sleep            
of the old and sick
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In many instances UNDCP Projects have 
facilitated women’s participation in 
alternative income generating activities
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We have worked against the causes of pain,             
and against those responsible for the usurpation of 
people’s choice. Out of so much pain,                           
we hope that our gains have served the people.
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Today,                          Today,                          
freedom from fear freedom from fear 
and freedom            and freedom            
from want           from want           
are the two         are the two         
essential tracks essential tracks 
guiding UN activities guiding UN activities 
in the enhancement of in the enhancement of 
human securityhuman security



Have we done a good 
job so far?
That is for others to say.     
We provide here only the 
evidence coming from our 
history in East Asia
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Ethnic highland villagers of all 
generations have agreed to 
combat use of illicit drugs.
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Have we finished the job?
A drugs and crime free society is not only a 

destination, rather it is a very demanding 
and goal-oriented journey: a journey of 

people participation, inclusive education, 
transparency, with the vision to head as far 

as possible to separate us from evil.
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Three essential rules of our field work

Rule 1:                 
focus on 
outputs

Rule 2: 
strive for 
excellence 



Rule 3:Rule 3:
put the people at the put the people at the centre centre of everything we doof everything we do



UNDCP Regional Centre          
for East Asia and the Pacific

UNDCP Regional Centre staff



UNDCP in East Asia and the PacificUNDCP in East Asia and the Pacific
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Mission 
Statement

Mission 
Statement

The United Nations 
International Drug 
Control Programme’s
Regional Centre for East 
Asia and the Pacific in 
Bangkok aims to:

enhance joint efforts among countries of the 
region toward the suppression of illicit drugs 
and transnational crime.

enhance joint efforts among countries of the 
region toward the suppression of illicit drugs 
and transnational crime.



Our strategiesOur strategies
Strengthening the capacity

of government agencies and civil society institutions 
by implementing regional and national projects.

Facilitating cooperation 
among countries of the region to control production, 
trafficking and abuse of illicit drugs and drug related 

crime and corruption.

Serving as an advocate
for a drug resistant East Asia and the Pacific region   

by promoting public and political awareness     
through media and the civil society.



Drug situation in South East AsiaDrug situation in South East Asia

Opium production has been reduced in South East Asia by 
49% from 1993 to 1999. Myanmar has reduced its opium 
production by 50% from 1993 to 1999.

Myanmar has increased its opium poppy eradication by 20 
times (or 2000%) from 1993 to 1998.

The use of ATS, particularly ATS, is spreading rapidly 
throughout the region. The sharp increase of ATS abuse is 
evident in Thailand.

The amount of Methamphetamine seizures has been 
increased in Thailand from 812 kg in 1996 to 4249 kg in 
1999.
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Programme executionProgramme execution

Primarily through Memorandum of Understanding  (MOU) 
on Drug Control established in 1993 & amended in 1995

Agreement for regional co-operation in law enforcement, 
demand reduction and alternative development

Participation of Cambodia, China, Laos, Myanmar, 
Thailand  and Vietnam

Implemented through a rolling Subregional Action Plan

Balanced approach in three strategic areas (law enforcement, 
demand reduction, alternative development) 
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SUBREGIONAL ACTION  PLAN 
PROJECTS
SUBREGIONAL ACTION  PLAN 
PROJECTS
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Total cost $ 36 millionTotal cost $ 36 million



Attractive perspectives    
of working in the field

SmartSmart

UNDCP                                                        
field activities                                                
are generally,                                                  
or at least tend to be:

Sustainable
Measurable 

Attainable                           
Replicable               

Transparent
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Now come with me for a Now come with me for a 
short visit in our   short visit in our   

Regional Centre todayRegional Centre today


